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File preview

BRUISED APPLES



FADE IN:

EXT.



UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER - ESTABLISHING SHOT - DAY



Drunken college students walk passed the medical center.

INT.



UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER - CONTINUOUS



JILL HARTLEY, a 25 year old brunette stands over her

cadaver, attentively watching her gray 50 something year

old Professor, PAUL, demonstrate how to remove kidneys.

He neatly extracts the organ from a corpse and shows it

to the class.

PAUL

It’s the kidney. The easiest

organ to transplant kids. And if

you’re in a bind to pay your

college loans, you have one to

sell.

The students laugh.

Begin.



PAUL (CONT’D)



Cadavers lay in front of the STUDENTS, each attempting to

remove the kidney. PAUL walks around the class observing

progress. He see’s errors of a jittery student surgeon,

ripping flesh.

PAUL (CONT’D)

He didn’t donate himself to be

ravaged Hassan. Use some finesse

for fuck sake.

PAUL continues down the row fixated on JILL’s focused

technique. She quickly and skillfully cuts the cadaver

open.

PAUL (CONT’D)

Everyone stop and pay attention to

Miss?

JILL is in a trance, working.

Miss?



PAUL (CONT’D)



JILL comes to.



(CONTINUED)



2.

CONTINUED:

What?

Your name?

Jill Hartley.



JILL

PAUL

JILL



PAUL looks away from JILL and focuses on the rest of the

class.

PAUL

Pay attention to Miss Hartley’s

beautiful technique. This is how

you remove a kidney.

The students crowd around Jill’s table. She goes back

into her trance. Paul puts his big hands on Jill’s small

shoulders and whispers into her ear.

PAUL (CONT’D)

Miss Hartly, you shouldn’t waste

such a beautiful technique under

the guise of a Hippocratic Oath.

Jill’s eyes look up from her operating table.

SMASH CUT TO:

INT.



JILL’S CAR - NIGHT



Jill is thrown around her car after being t-boned in a

intersection. A sharp piece of metal punctures her

chest.

CUT TO BLACK:

A YEAR LATER

FADE IN:

EXT. THE HIGHWAY - DAY

A white compact car speeds down the highway, driven by

JACK LINSING, a 30 something year old virgin.



3.

EXT.



SUBURB - CONTINUOUS



JACK’S car stops in front of a upper class suburban home.

He gets out of his car, wearing a black suit and red tie.

Jack goes to the door and rings the bell.

INT.



DR. FRANK’S SUBURBAN HOME - CONTINUOUS



DING DONG!

An old man, DR. FRANK, walks away from his dining room

table. The door bell continues to ring frantically.

DING DONG DING DONG!

DR. FRANK passes several university diplomas in

psychology on his way to the door.

DING DONG DING DONG DING DONG!

DR. FRANK

Hold your horses! I'm coming!

He looks through the peep hole seeing JACK's back walking

away from the door and around the corner of the house.

Intrigued, DR. FRANK opens the door and walks outside.

DR. FRANK (CONT’D)

You ring my door bell like a

maniac and walk away?

Just before DR. FRANK turns the corner, JACK pops out

from the side, catching him in the stomach with a knife.

JACK, now face to face with the DR., puts his hand over

his mouth.

JACK

You fucking piece of shit!

EXT.



SIDEWALK ACROSS FROM DR. FRANK’S HOUSE - CONTINUOUS



A WOMAN walks her dog, PRISSY, on the sidewalk as she

texts.

FROM PRISSY’S POV, we see JACK shove DR. FRANK through

the doorway. The door slams behind them. PRISSY YAPS.

Hush Prissy!



WOMAN



(CONTINUED)



4.

CONTINUED:

PRISSY continues to stare at Dr. Frank’s door while the

oblivious WOMAN continues to drag her down the sidewalk.

INT.



DR. FRANK’S HOUSE - CONTINUOUS



Jack with the tip of his knife shoves Dr. Frank against

the hallway wall sending framed diplomas to the ground.

JACK!



DR. FRANK



JACK

You didn’t even give me a fucking

chance with your nurture over

nature bullshit!

Jack rips the knife out of Dr. Franks stomach allowing

him to slide down the wall.

JACK (CONT’D)

(crying)

Stay right there you fuck!

Jack walks out and slams the door behind him. Dr. Frank

awkwardly tries to get up but falls onto his side.

EXT.



DR. FRANK’S DRIVE WAY - CONTINUOUS



Jack’s trunk pops open revealing a sledge hammer. He

takes a moment to wipe the tears from his eyes, then

picks the sledge hammer up out of the trunk and slams it

closed.

INT. DR. FRANK’S SUBURBAN HOME - CONTINUOUS

Jack comes back through the door and grabs Dr. Frank’s

legs to flip him on his back.

DR. FRANK

Jack it was your parents choice

not mine! It wasn't my fault!

JACK

All those fucking years and you

have nothing to do with this?

Jack kicks Dr. Frank’s legs apart and raises the sledge

over his head.



(CONTINUED)



5.

CONTINUED:

JACK (CONT’D)

I can’t feel your pain.

Dr. Frank screams as Jack brings the sledge down on

Frank’s testicles. He curls up into a ball and throws

up.

JACK (CONT’D)

Your fucking experiment!

Jack slides down the wall and breaks down.

JACK (CONT’D)

I'm your failed hypothesis.

Everybody Knows by Leonard Cohen fades in.

CUT TO BLACK:

TITLE CARD:



BRUISED APPLES

CUT TO:



EXT. JILL'S BLUE MUSTANG- NIGHT.

JILL'S BLUE MUSTANG car ROARS past us. She stops at a

cheap motel with an attached bar called SHADY’S LOUNGE.

INT. JILL’S MUSTANG - CONTINUOUS

EXTREME CLOSE UP ON JILL’S LIPSTICK-LESS LIPS

JILL'S cell phone starts RINGING.

How many?

(pause)

Alrighty.

EXT.



She answers.



JILL



MOTEL - PARKING LOT - CONTINUOUS



JILL gets out of the mustang and walks along side it

while her painted red nails coast along the Mustang’s

sleek body.



6.

INT.



MOTEL - RECEPTION ROOM - CONTINUOUS



“Everybody Knows” stops, replaced with a crickity ceiling

fan. JILL’S elbows slide up on the counter stopping her

before her stomach hits the edge.

CLOSE-UP: ON JILL'S FACE.



Hi.



SHE’S NOW BLOND.



JILL

(smiles)

A room. One night.



The motel receptionist, DAN, stands up revealing he's

armless.

DAN

We only have rooms on the top

floor.

DAN stares up at the keys.

Fuck!



JILL

Top then.



DAN chuckles and bites room B7’s key. He turns back

towards JILL and drops the keys on the counter with a

CLACK.

DAN

Thirty bucks sweety.

JILL takes out a 50 dollar bill from her alligator skin

purse and puts it down on the counter.

JILL

What happened to your arms?

DAN

I loved too hard.

DAN puts his face down in the register and licks the ends

of the 20 dollar bills to lift them high enough to grab

with his teeth. He comes up from the register and motions

with his eyes for Jill to take the 20 from his mouth.

JILL apprehensively raises her arm to take the bill from

DAN’S tightly gripped teeth. After a swift pull, it

comes loose.

JILL

I hope it was worth it.



(CONTINUED)



7.

CONTINUED:

JILL walks out of the reception room.

Oh it was.



DAN



Everybody Knows starts again.

EXT.



MOTEL - PARKING LOT - CONTINUOUS



Jill walks to the trunk where she takes out a alligator

skin chefs bag and two ice chests.

EXT. MOTEL - 2ND FLOOR - BALCONY - CONTINUOUS

Jill passes door after door. B5, B6, B7, the key goes in.

The door opens.

INT.



MOTEL - ROOM B7 - CONTINUOUS



JILL sets down her coolers. She looks at herself in the

mirror then walks towards the door and accidently knocks

over the cooler. Ice and freezing water leaks into the

carpet.

Shit.



JILL



Jill sits the cooler upright and leaves the room.

The freezing water leaks through the carpet into Room A7

below.

INT.



MOTEL - ROOM A7 - CONTINUOUS



JACK is laying on the bed, coma toast (possibly dead) on

heroin. A small water drop drips from the crack in the

ceiling onto the center of Jack’s forehead. Jack’s eyes

spring open and he takes a reinvigorating breath of air.

EXT.



MOTEL - 2ND FLOOR - BALCONY - CONTINUOUS



TRACKING SHOT IN FRONT OF JILL WALKING ACROSS THE MOTEL

BALCONY

Jill begins to put on her lipstick as she walks by the

windows which illuminate her face as she passes, then

back to darkness when in between windows.



(CONTINUED)



8.

CONTINUED:

SERIES OF SHOTS: We see silhouettes of peoples actions

inside their motel rooms, projected onto the curtains.

THE FIRST WINDOW: A man thrusting his head towards the

ceiling as he receives a orgasmic blow job.

Jill applies her lip stick.

THE SECOND WINDOW: A man draining a liquor bottle and

proceeds to dance around with a handgun.

Jill continues to apply her lip stick.

THE THIRD WINDOW: A woman clips a mans tow nails with

his foot in her lap.

Jill’s lip stick covers her full lips.

INT.



MOTEL - SHADY’S LOUNGE - CONTINUOUS



We DOLLY through the adjoining lounge door seeing Jill

sitting at a booth in the corner next to the exit. We

move closer. A WAITRESS comes into frame with a pot of

coffee, escorting us to the table.

Jill is focused on the healthy trucker type at the bar,

SEA BASS. They make eye contact.

The young worn out WAITRESS fills Jill’s cup.

WAITRESS

(smiles)

If you want some extra sugar, just

ask Hun.

(winks)

Thanks.



JILL



The WAITRESS walks off.

SEA BASS gets up from the bar and walks towards Jill’s

table. She takes money out from her bag and puts out her

cigarette. SEA BASS gets to the table.

SEA BASS

Hey my name is...

Jill gets up, leaves the cash, and walks towards the door

where she waits for SEA BASS, beckoning him to follow

with her eyes. SEA BASS baffled at first follows her.

Jill leaves.



(CONTINUED)
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